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Musicians ought to be revolutionaries, playing and singing and composing
because they have something to say about music. Something to say about the
human condition, and how to improve it. Something to say about our society's
role in the art form's ongoing history. Something to say not only to our
generation, but, if they're lucky and good, to future generations as well.
Something, in short, to say.
- MICHAEL WALSH, IN WHo'sAFRAIDOFOPERA?
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DEAD MAN WALKING:
OPERA FOR A TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY AUDIENCE

INTRODUCTION
In the final decades of the twentieth century, the field of opera experienced a
significant growth spurt in the United States. Though one of the least attended of the
performing arts, the number of Americans who attend opera has increased by "almost
30% since 1980" (Seaver 2). Even more significant is the fact that the number of people
age 18-24 who attended an opera "increased by 18% from 1982 to 1992" (Quick Facts,
par. 6), even with a 16% decline in the overall population in that age range. This
heartening growth of interest in opera has led to a rise in the commissioning of new
works, revivals of neglected twentieth-century American works, and the rediscovery of
forgotten or lost works of previous centuries.
The opera Dead Man Wal king by American composer Jake Heggie, comes at the
peak of this proliferation of new opera, and tries to reach out to this new opera audience
as well as those who are traditional opera enthusiasts. The work is based on the 1993
novel of the same name by Sister Helen Prejean, which chronicles her work as a capital
punishment activist and spiritual advisor to death row inmates in Louisiana. The opera
narrows the scope of Prejean's memoir by focusing on her relationship to one inmate
from their first meeting through his execution. Prejean's novel was also the basis for the
high-profile 1995 film Dead Man Walking directed by Tim Robbins, which starred Susan
Sarandon as Sister Helen and Sean Penn as the inmate.

The San Francisco Opera appointed Jake Heggie to the position of CHASE
Composer in Residence, the first to hold that post. In collaboration with McNally and the
production team, he created and developed the opera over a two-year period, culminating
in the world premiere on October 7, 2000 at the War Memorial Opera House. This
period of artistic conception, composition and modification included extensive
preparation of the singers and a workshop performance almost one year before the
premiere, which is rare in most opera houses. As a piece of music theatre, it effectively
speaks to its audience, and is imminently accessible and captivating for both new and
veteran opera audiences. Though the opera incorporates non-traditional dramatic
techniques, it is an opera, and as such, draws from the 500-year-old history of the art
form in its st~~!~:, pr~sentatipn and ~armonic language.
The work as a whole is a fusion of a myriad of musical and dramatic elements,
which came together in the strong performances. These performances were extremely
well attended by the San Francisco public and garnered much praise from the press. The
success of the initial performances in San Francisco led to the co-commissioning of an
entirely new second production by a consortium of American companies, and the
scheduling of more than forty performances of the two Dead Man Wa/king productions at
opera houses around the world.
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THE CREATIVE PROCESS
One of the many unique aspects of Dead Man Walking is the extensive period of
creation and modification that the opera went through at the San Francisco Opera. The
opera was devised as the final premiere in a program to widen San Francisco's repertoire,
as well as the final premiere of General Director Lotfi Mansouri' s tenure with the
company. With the composer and subject matter selected well in advance, the opera was
given ample time to reach its maturity. This extended period of preparation included a
workshop performance which helped to evaluate the work and make corrections before it
reached the stage in October 2000. The extended creative process was vital to prepare
the many dramatic, musical and technical elements for the intense and demanding
process of rehearsals and performances.

The Pacific Visions Initiative
In November of 1992 the San Francisco Opera announced an initiative to foster
the creation of new operas to be performed alongside its repertory of standard operas
mostly from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The project, entitled Pacific

-----··-··

Visions, was an effort initiated by its then General Director, Lotfi Mansouri, to "maintain
the vitality of the opera repertoire" (San Francisco Opera: History, par. 7). The program
also planned to present several new productions of unfamiliar or obscure works of
previous centuries, working to lessen the company's strong reliance on works by more
familiar composers, especially those of the bel canto era.
Since its foundation in 1923, the San Francisco Opera has been the leading opera
company in the western United States, and "is now the second largest opera company in
3

North America" (San Francisco Opera: History, par. 2). Plunging so heavily into
commissioning new works was a big risk for the company, primarily because of the
difficulty in ascertaining potential public interest, and the reticence of financial backers to
invest in something unfamiliar. Mansouri was familiar with fiscal restrictions when
producing new works. Early in his residence at San Francisco, he had been criticized for
his cancellation of the premiere of Hugo Weisgall's Esther, commissioned by Mansouri's
predecessor, Terence McEwen. The cancellation was due to the "costs of the
'Meyerbeer-sized' project, as well as general financial stringencies" (Smith 6).
The primary goal of Pacific Visions was to develop the San Francisco Bay area's
interest in new opera, and "maintain the vitality of opera" (Mansouri Opera in Action) by
commissioning works that would strengthen the late twentieth century repertoire. In the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there was great public interest in hearing new opera,
which is how the repertory grew so large, but in the twentieth century, interest in opera
has somewhat declined, especially in the performance of new works.
The schematic design for Pacific Visions included a commission every other year,
but Mansouri hoped to be able to eventually "commission a new opera every year"
(Chatfield-Taylor 151 ). The commissions were given to American composers, some of
whom were very new to opera composition. Before the announcement of the initiative
only a few of the composers had been selected and little of the subject material had been
chosen.
Although Mansouri commissioned six operas as part of the Pacific Visions
program during his tenure at San Francisco, only five made it to production. At the time
of the announcement, Mansouri was in his fourth season, and already at work on the first
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segment of Pacific Visions: the co-commission of John Adams' The Death of
Klinghoffer. Then came Conrad Susa's The Dangerous Liaisons, which is based on the
eighteenth-century French novel but also well-known in its adaptations for theatre and
film. Following Liaisons was Stewart Wallace's Harvey Milk about the assassination of
San Francisco's first openly gay politician. The fourth opera, Andre Previn's A Streetcar
Named Desire, was based on the Tennesse Williams play, immortalized in the 1951 film
starring Marlon Brando and Vivian Leigh. Fifth was Dead Man Walking by Jake Heggie,
also famous in its literary and cinematic incarnations before its birth as an opera.
The sixth commission, which never arrived at production, was to be St. Cecelia by
jazz vocalist and composer Bobby Mcferrin, who also performs and conducts concerts of
classical music internationally. Originally slated for the 2000 commission slot, the opera
was pushed back and replaced by Reggie's Dead Man Walking. Lotfi Mansouri resigned
as General Director at the end of the 2000-01 season, and was succeeded by Pamela
Rosenberg. Mcferrin decided against writing for such large forces and canceled the
commission entirely, and without Mansouri the Pacific Visions program was aborted.
Rosenberg created a program of her own called Animating Opera, which illustrates her
contrasting aim to present "that which is familiar in a new light" (SFO: Animating Opera,
par. 1). In an interview with Opera News, Rosenberg made clear her opinions about
commissioning new works and said, "My first commission will be heard at the earliest in
2005" (Kellow 22).
The early commissions of Pacific Visions all received mixed critical response, but
each was cited for certain notable performance and production virtues. Klinghoffer deals
with a contemporary news story about a wheelchair-bound American Jewish man, Leon
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Klinghoffer, who was killed by Palestinian terrorists in the hijacking of an Italian cruise
ship. It was applauded for its innovative dramatic approach, developed-as with Nixon
in China (1987)-in collaboration with librettist Alice Goodman and director Peter

Sellars, but its depiction of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict was highly controversial to the
American audience. The opera was seen as politically detached and many were
uncomfortable with Adams's "treatment of that event of today as though it were
historical legend" (Commanday El). This controversy sparked great public attention and
brought significant press to Mansouri's push for more commissions.
The next premiere, The Dangerous Liaisons by Conrad Susa, was well received
and attended but this was because of its cast of well-known and experienced singers. The
cast included Frederica von Stade as the Marquise de Merteuil, Renee Fleming as
Madame de Tourvel, and Thomas Hampson as Valmont, all of whom were recognized
for their strong performances. Philip Littell' s libretto gained recognition-praised for its
''elegant simplicity" (Kosman E 1). This was also true of the visual aspect of the
production, with scenic designs by Gerard Howland and lighting by Thomas J. Munn.
The extensive criticism of the opera was for Susa's music, namely the "slack,
shapeless musical lines" (Pfaff F 10) and weak musical support offered in particularly
climactic moments. Also of considerable concern were the last-minute musical changes
and additions to the score. The final orchestration for the opera was far from complete as
the rehearsal process began and the program cited several individuals for their assistance
with the orchestration, which may have contributed to the music's deficiency. The opera
was filmed for broadcast on PBS Great Performances, which included several rather
risque "close-ups of sexual ecstasy and copulation" (Kirk 371). Even with this
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potentially provocative element, the production passed out of view with no lasting critical
or public reaction.
Operating on a co-commission with New York City Opera and Houston Grand
Opera, Wallace's Harvey Milk had public interest in San Francisco and drew fair-sized
crowds. But, as with Liaisons, the music was given luke-warm reviews, citing its "allpurpose pop-schlok-and-chaos score" (Bernheimer Fl). By focusing on a political figure
of immediate interest to the San Francisco public, the work had difficulty in productions
in other cities, but was well received by most San Francisco patrons. This success also
could be attributed to the revisions made by Wallace after the New York and Houston
performances, mostly adding more music for the character of Harvey, changing some
orchestrations, and reorganizing the final act.
A primary aspect of the work is Milk's struggle to come to terms with his sexual
identity, and the struggles he faced as an openly homosexual politician. Mark Swed, a
critic for the Los Angeles Times went so far as to say that the character of Harvey
represented "the centerpiece for rising gay consciousness in American society" (F3).
Regardless, some of the opera's shortcomings may be attributed to this blatant
presentation of controversial thematic material which the New York Times called a "grand
coming out party" (Holland Cl 7). Nonetheless, Harvey Milk did gamer a following of
supporters, warranting the production of a recording made by the San Francisco cast.
Andre Previn's Streetcar garnered much more praise than the previous operas. It
was deemed a success overall, but was criticized for pandering to the public with its
choice of popular topic and for his score, which "veers widely among current and recent
musical styles" (Rich 191). The often shirtless Rodney Gilfrey and his strong portrayal
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of Stanley was cited frequently in reviews, both as praise for good casting and
condemnation for emphasis on the visual over the aural. The acting skills of Gilfrey and
the rest of the cast helped attain an emotional realism that was also praised by some and
condemned by others. Perhaps because of the choice of topic, or Previn's widespread
fame as a conductor, Streetcar sold out its opening performance, and was more
successful than any of the preceding Pacific Visions commissions.

Preparing the Production Team
Shortly after the launch of the Pacific Visions program, Jake Heggie took a
position in the Publicity Department of the San Francisco Opera. By this time he had
become a distinguished composer of art song, and won publishing company G.
Schirmer' s national American Art Song Competition in 1995. This eventually led to the
publication of 50 of Heggie's songs in three volumes, and the 1999 release of his first
recording, Faces of Love, featuring several prominent singers with whom he has
collaborated, including Sylvia McNair, Jennifer Larmore and Frederica von Stade.
Heggie began his musical studies with piano lessons at age five, and began
composing at age ten, just after his father died. At fifteen he ventured into composing for
voice, and began studying composition privately with Ernst Bacon at the age of
seventeen. In an interview with Opera News, Heggie admitted his desire to "write for
Barbara Streisand" (Savage 12) at that time, but his primary focus was still piano rather
than composition. He went to Paris briefly after high school to take business classes, but
continued to study piano with a teacher at the Paris Conservatory. A friend introduced
him to Mozart's Requiem and he enjoyed it so much that in his compositions, he "turned
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from a popular or Broadway-type direction and really wanted to focus on the classical
music" (Heggie, par. 7). He also wanted to pursue a more thorough music education and
transferred to UCLA to study piano with Johana Harris at the University of California in
Los Angeles. Heggie credits Harris with mentoring his compositional skills by teaching
him "to trust my instincts and to explore all the variety that lay within those instincts"
(Heggie, par. 9).
Soon after Heggie began his studies with Harris, the two married and began
touring the United States as a piano duo. At that time, Heggie was twenty-one years old,
and Harris was seventy, and already widowed by her first husband, composer Roy Harris.
Heggie received his degree from UCLA in 1985, but in 1989, Harris was diagnosed with
cancer and Heggie injured his hand, bringing their duo-performing career to a close.
Forced to take time off from performance, Heggie was free to focus on composition
again, but felt "stifled professionally and personally in Los Angeles" (Savage 12). In
1993, Heggie made the decision to move to San Francisco and separate from Johana
Harris to pursue his "own life as a gay man" (Savage 12). This shift in locale was the key
to Heggie's future as a composer but was difficult given the debilitating illness of his
wife, to whom he remained very close until her death in 1995.
Heggie' s compositions in the mid- l 990s brought him swiftly to notoriety in the
San Francisco Bay, and he received commissions from performers such as Frederica von
Stade, countertenor Brian Asawa, the New Century Chamber Orchestra and Chanticleer.
Lotti Mansouri became aware of Heggie's success with song literature, and sought him
out to offer him a commission for the San Francisco Opera 75 111 Anniversary Gala: a
large-scale song to be performed by the eleven resident artists and the Opera Orchestra.
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--...·-------------------------------------------The 10-minute work was entitled "Too Many Notes!" with a text by the composer, and
Mansouri became convinced of Heggie's potential as a composer. Impressed by
Heggie's craft and "love of human voice" (Mansouri Interview, par. 1), Mansouri offered
him a commission for a full-length opera, to be performed in October of 2000. Heggie
accepted the challenge of creating his first opera, and in January of 1998 was named the
first CHASE composer in Residence, providing him a living allowance for two and a half
years in order to compose full time.
For the libretto, Mansouri paired Heggie with prize-winning playwright Terrence
McNally. Over the past thirty years, McNally has been an active generator of new works
for the theatre. He has garnered much critical praise for many of his plays, winning Tony
Awards for Masterclass and Love! Valour! Compassion!, and also for his musical theatre
work, most notably The Kiss of the Spiderwoman and Ragtime,
which earned him Tony
~

Awards for Best Book of a Musical. Stylistically, McNally's plays and musicals range
from intriguing and eclectic (A Perfect Ganesh) to irreverent and celebratory
(Masterclass and Love! Valour! Compassion!) to extreme and controversial
(Spiderwoman and Corpus Christi).
Mansouri was drawn to McNally's strong affinity for opera as an art form, even
though McNally had never written an opera libretto before. At the age of seventeen, as a
first-year student at Columbia University, McNally "queued for three days to get into
Callas's Metropolitan Opera debut and saw as many as 16 of her 21 performances in her
first two Met seasons" (Wolf). This exposure also prompted attendance at three of
Callas's master-classes at the Juilliard School in the early 1970s, which formed the basis
for Masterclass. McNally's The Lisbon Traviata is another output marking McNally's
-

- .. ---------. --- __.,...
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interest and insight about opera, though he insists, "I'm just an opera fan who has lots of
opinions, which are based on nothing but my own taste" (McNally, par. 7).
McNally was originally asked to adapt the libretto for Previn's A Streetcar
Named Desire, to be premiered in 1998. He was interested in working with Mansouri
and the San Francisco Opera, but at the time was "unavailable, due to his work on the
musical Ragtime" (Breslauer 7). When approached about the 2000 commission for San
Francisco, McNally was free, but "could not have been less interested" (And Then One
Night 3) in the suggested subject matter. Mansouri pushed for an adaptation of the 1952
Rene Clair film about a failing composer who conjures up a dream world of success for
himself. McNally came up with a counter idea for the piece: "one day, just walking
down the street, the notion of Dead Man Walking struck me" (And Then One Night 3).
Heggie and Mansouri both had a strong response to the idea, and after getting
Sister Helen Prejean's endorsement for the adaptation and production the World Premiere
was announced at a press conference in March of 1998. Patrick Summers, San Francisco
Opera's Principal Guest Conductor, was contracted for the premiere, and the production
team was assembled, including director Joe Mantello, set designer Michael Yeargan,
costume designer Sam Fleming, and lighting designer Jennifer Tipton. McNally and
Mantella had collaborated on the controversial Corpus Christi and Love! Valour!
Compassion!. Neither of them even knew how to read music, and neither had worked on
an opera before Dead Man Walking, while Yeargan, Tipton, and Fleming all have

_,_

extensive opera resumes.

McNally's libretto was completed in a matter of months, and was explicitly
molded after Prejean's novel, not the Tim Robbins film. In an interview, McNally said,
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"I gave him [Heggie] the libretto and said go from there, with the architecture to provide
him with the inspiration to write his music" (McNally, par. 6). Heggie set as much of the
libretto as he could with few alterations, and by the Fall of 1999, everything but the
Finale had been given to the singers to begin preparing.

Workshop Performance
In October of 1999, one year before the premiere of Dead Man Walking, the San
Francisco Opera conducted a workshop of the opera with all cast members who were
available. This culminated in a final performance for a select group of administration and
production personnel, and also representatives of other companies considering
performing Dead Man Walking in future seasons. By the time of the workshop, Heggie
had written all of the opera, except for the Finale leading up to the convict's execution.
Holding the workshop provided a venue to hear the work sung all the way through, and
allowed for adjustments in text or musical lines to tailor the music to the singers. It also
allowed for dialogue with the performers about the dramatic aspects of the opera and
characterization.
The San Francisco Opera has a rigorous schedule of repertory performances,
where each opera is given no more than four weeks of rehearsal onstage, which can lead
to complications with the performance of a new opera that has never been staged. These
rehearsals were taxing, but because of the added benefit of the workshop preparation, the
elements came together smoothly, and with strong audience impact in the actual
performances.
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PERFORMANCE SCHEMATICS, PLOT SYNOPSIS,
AND LIBRETTO ADAPTATION
Dead Man Walking is scored for soloists, full male and female choruses,
children's chorus, actors, and full orchestra. The large orchestra is made up of strings,
triple woodwinds and brass, harp, piano, timpani and extensive percussion. This use of
large orchestra is quite common in contemporary opera, hearkening back to orchestras of
Wagner and Richard Strauss, but poses a challenge for singers in balancing volume when
competing with more than seventy instruments. In Dead Man Wal king, this is especially
evident in the Act I and Act II finales, which utilize the entire orchestra and all chorus
members, over which the soloists must be heard. In other operas, some companies and
composers have resorted to amplification for vocalists to resolve this issue, but Heggie
intended Dead Man Walking for acoustic performance.
Structured in ~Jarg~ ~cts (approximately eighty minutes and sixty-five minutes,
respectively), the opera contains eighteen scenes, which require quick changes of locale.
----~----~--·

<

This requirement was accomplished by using a stark minimalist production with few
scenic elements for the San Francisco performances, and a sleek "Broadway" set with
several flown elements in the second production. Both productions are highly demanding
for staff and singers from a technical and musical standpoint, requiring virtuosic musical
and dramatic performance, and precise execution of the rapid scenic and lighting
changes. The opera is set in rural Louisiana in the 1980s and the majority of the events
take place in the State Penitentiary in Angola, Louisiana.
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Prologue 1

The opera begins with a short orchestral prelude, which sets an eerie mood for the
prologue that follows. The curtain rises to reveal a dark clearing in the woods on a warm
Louisiana evening and, as the libretto dictates, "there is no moon" (1 ). Center stage is an
empty convertible with the engine off, but the lights on, and loud country music is
coming from the radio. We hear laughter and splashing just off stage, and two
teenagers-a boy and a girl-run onstage naked and wet from skinny-dipping. After
toweling each other off, the boy changes the radio station to a romantic jazz station while
the girl lays a blanket of the ground for them. Then the boy goes to her and they make
love.
A match is lit in the darkness of the woods, bringing two poorly dressed men into
view. These men are J.9-seph and A~~hony De R9cher, and they stand and watch the
couple. The men slowly walk toward the car and switch off the radio and there is silence.
The startled teenagers sit up to see who is there, but the two men pounce on them. They
take turns raping the girl while the other holds down the boy, finally shooting him. As
the girl screams, Joseph draws a knife begins stabbing the girl in the throat as the lights
fade.

Act One

As the crime scene disappears, "the face of a young woman in her mid-30's in a
tight pin spot" (20) appears downstage. She is Sister Helen Prejean, and she sings a
hymn, "He Will Gather Us Around," which will be used as a motivic element throughout

1

Here, and in subsequent sections, all page numbers of quotations from the text and stage directions of the
opera refer to McNally's published libretto: Dead Man Walking ©2000 San Francisco Opera
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the opera. The scene transforms into a school room in Hope House where Sister Helen
and Sister Rose are teaching the hymn to a large group of children. As the class ends,
Sister Rose warns Helen to be careful on her visit to meet De Rocher, and Helen embarks
on the long drive to Angola. She becomes distracted as she drives, and is stopped by a
policeman for speeding. She gets away with no ticket, and eventually arrives at the
prison, saying a quick prayer just before leaving her car.
Father Grenville, the Prison Chaplin, meets Sister Helen outside the prison and
tells her she does not know what she is getting herself into, and tries to persuade her to
turn back. After she laughs at his over-dramatic portrayal of the prison, he condemns her
for her "arrogance, posing as mere good nature" (7). She excuses herself and proceeds
into Angola to meet the warden who tells her that Joseph will probably ask her to be his
spiritual advisor. Accompanied by an abrasive and unsettling chorus from the
prisoners-"Woman on the Tier!", Helen winds through the prison past several prisoners
who swear at her and taunt her as she is escorted to the visiting room.
Just before the meeting, Helen sings small segments of "He Will Gather Us
Around," and several prayer texts, including the Prayer of Saint Francis, a Hail Mary, and
the Lord's Prayer. Joe and Helen's first meeting is uncomfortable, and he calls her "the
angel of death" (10). He continues to push her away by reminiscing about women and
sex in a zydeco-tinged aria. As their meeting comes to a close, Joseph asks Helen to
accompany his mother to the Pardon Board hearing, to which she agrees, and Joseph is
led away in his shackles.
Scene seven of Act I takes place at De Rocher's Pardon Board hearing, and
centers around his mother's plea for compassion for her son. Her reading of a prepared
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statement is interrupted by Owen Hart's heated outburst about the murder and rape of his
daughter. Mrs. De Rocher breaks down and is unable to speak for a moment, but then
responds with the plea that her sons death will accomplish nothing. It will be just another
murder, and cannot reverse the crime because "nothing can undo what's happened.
Nothing" ( 13 ).
The following scene is the most emotionally powerful moment in the first act.
The three families-those of the murdered teenagers, and Joe's family-wait for the
verdict of the Pardon Board along with some of the Sisters. Helen approaches the
grieving parents, but they attack her for not reaching out to them, and being "too busy
with that monster" (14). The ensemble which ensues involves all the parents as they
interrogate Sister Helen: "Where is my comfort?" (14), and tell her, "you don't know
what it's like to bear a child" (14). Joe's mother also joins in the ensemble, singing "You
don't know what it's like to fail your child," (15), but she and Joseph's younger brothers
leave before the verdict is announced. The board turns down Joseph's appeal and his
execution is to be carried out as directed. The parents leave somberly, and Helen is
helped off stage by her fellow Sisters.
Sister Helen returns to Angola to continue her counsel of Joe, and she tells him,
"The truth will set you free" ( 16), but he is still resistant to her sentiments. She is forced
to leave the room when the warden comes to tell Joe the governor's denial of appeal, so
she goes to wait in the hot, stifling waiting room. Helen has had nothing to eat, and
begins to hallucinate, and the nuns, prisoners, children, parents, and others in her
hallucination begin to appear in silhouette and sing from the back of the stage. As she
finds change for the soda machine, she is overwhelmed and prays for strength amidst the
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loud murmurings of the rest of the cast. She loses control and faints "like a dead weight"
(19) amidst this large ensemble, the largest so far in the opera. The lights go black, and
the curtain falls for intermission.

Act Two

Act Two opens with a short prelude, and the curtain rises to reveal Joseph in his
underwear counting out push-ups. The warden tells him that his execution date is set,
and he responds with criticism of Sister Helen, and recollection of the murder and rape.
This leads directly into a scene in Sister Helen's bedroom where she is having a
nightmare about the murdered teenagers, who appear onstage, bloody and naked. Helen
cries aloud, and Sister Rose comes to comfort her. The two discuss the stress put on
Helen, and Rose urges her to forgive Joe, and then goes to bed as Helen comforts herself
by saying a Rosary.
Back in the prison, Helen is with Joe on the evening of his execution. The
waiting is agonizing, but they discover a common interest in Elvis Presley, followed by
Joe's admission of fear as his family arrives to say goodbye. Joseph greets his family,
and they take a picture, but Helen takes the brothers away so he can talk to his mother
alone. She interrupts him every time he attempts to apologize, convinced of his
innocence, and sings a touching aria about his childhood. Joe is led away, and after the
family has gone, Helen questions her ability to withstand this torturous and emotional
event.
Outside the prison, protestors are gathered, as are the parents who have come to
witness the execution. Again they accuse her of neglecting the innocent in favor of a
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murderer, but once the others have left Owen Hart apologizes for being so harsh, and
encourages Sister Helen to come visit him, even though he and his wife have separated.
Guards prepare Joseph for the execution, and as the time draws nearer, Helen worries
about Joseph's fate. She tells him that she went to the crime scene, but urges him "Take
me there Joseph" (31 ), which leads him to a description of the crime and he confesses to
her.
Helen responds to Joe's admission by saying, "You did a terrible, terrible thing.
But you are still a son of God" (31 ). Joe is surprised to find that she does not hate him,
and will still see him through the execution. The guards come and escort him to the
execution chamber, and after Joseph opts not to say the Lord's Prayer, Father Grenville
leads the parents in the prayer, which grows into a moving full-cast and orchestra
ensemble. Helen takes her place in the viewing room, and Joseph is strapped in place,
then tilted upright to say his last words to the audience. Overcome with emotion, he
apologizes to the parents for taking away their children, and tells Sister Helen "I Love
You" (3 3) as an IV nurse enters to administer the lethal poison.
Once the IV is inserted and the machine turned on, Joseph's body moves slightly,
but the only sounds are those of the machine as it administers the three fatal shots. As
Joseph's audible heart monitor reaches a flat line, Sister Helen begins walking to Joe's
body. She again sings her unaccompanied hymn "He Will Gather Us Around" and there
is a blackout as the curtain falls.
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Adaptation: Guilt in McNally's Libretto

McNally's libretto is not significantly different from Prejean's novel, but narrows
the scope of her work to a short emotional narrative from the beginning of her
experiences. Dead Man Walking was published in 1993, and is a record of over two
decades of work in capital punishment, which includes functioning as spiritual advisor to
five inmates on death row. It is a recounting of her experiences, interspersed with
commentary on social justice and the Catholic church, and her own beliefs about capital
punishment.
Prejean's novel details her work with two of these death row inmates, Patrick
Sonnier and Robert Willie. Joseph De Rocher, the inmate in McNally's libretto, is a
fictional composite of the two presented in the book, but the circumstances of the
murders are analogous to Prejean's first inmate, Patrick Sonnier, who was convicted
along with his younger brother, Eddie. In the novel, Prejean points out how different the
two inmates were, which is part of what gives the book such a wide focus. Prejean
consistently stresses Patrick's humility and his kindness to her, also pointing out his
absence of prison disciplinary reprimands, while Willie was much harsher, and was far
more resistant to Sister Helen and her kindness.
Her narrative begins with an explanation of how she became a pen-pal to Sonnier,
a Louisiana man convicted along with his brother for kidnapping a teenage couple from
their car in a secluded "Lover's Lane". They raped the girl, had both lie face down on the
ground, and shot them "execution" style in the back of the head. As the correspondence
progressed, Sonnier asked in one of his letters if Prejean would visit him. When she did,
he asked her to be his spiritual advisor, to which she assented. Assuming this position
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meant that she was allowed to meet with Sonnier on a regular basis, and counsel him up
until his execution, which she would watch.
In the real crime, both the boy and girl were shot, as opposed to the stabbing used
in the movie and the opera. This addition of the stabbing is probably an addition from
Prejean's second criminal, Robert Willie who raped and stabbed a young woman.
Throughout his interactions with Prejean, Sonnier confessed to helping kidnap the
couple, but maintained his innocence with regard to the rape and murder charges.
Sonnier claimed that his brother, Eddie, was the one who murdered the couple, which his
brother affirmed. Semen tests showed that Patrick took no part in the rape, and Eddie
even sent a letter to the governor admitting his guilt. But, no effort was made to alter the
flawed sentences of the brothers, and Eddie kept his life sentence while Patrick was
executed.
In the opera and the movie, the inmate in question is a much rougher and "more
guilty" criminal-an intentional move on the part of McNally and Heggie. The libretto is
very specific that Joseph and his brother Anthony De Rocher are the men seen in the
prologue, and Joseph is the one who brutally stabs the girl. By knowing his guilt-seeing
his face in the prologue, and watching him rape and kill-the audience has a tainted
perception of him. They are forced into a negative view, and as the narrative moves
forward, they must form their own opinions about Joseph's death and its justice. In this
manner, the opera is able to boil the extensive debate about capital punishment down to a
single question: If a person commits a serious violent crime, and is truly guilty, does the
state have the right to take away that person's life?
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As the execution approaches, Joseph's attitude softens significantly and becomes
one of penitence and thanks for Helen's love and comfort. His final hours are marked not
by terror and hatred of the government for its retribution, but rather with a tender goodbye to his family and joking with Sister Helen. In fact, his official last words in the book,
movie, and the opera are to the parents of the teenagers, and he apologizes and asks them
for forgiveness. As in the movie, the opera expands this into a confession of the entire
crime, perhaps to make a point about redemption rather than political injustice and its
repercussions.
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DEAD MAN WALKING DRAMATIC ANALYSIS
Dead Man Walking is an intensely emotional work, which strives to reach its
audience on a deeply emotional level. Heggie accomplishes this through a fusion of
highly realistic theatrical circumstances and lyric musical moments of expansive
expression. The drama created is one that is touching and beautiful, even in the midst of
its brutality, and has a vitality and import that engages the audience.
In one of his 1930s writings on theatre, Antonin Artaud wrote, "In the anguished,
catastrophic period we live in, we feel an urgent need for a theater which events do not
succeed, whose resonance is deep within us, dominating the instability of the times"
(Artaud 84). This idea of a theatre that captures and dominates our experience is not
new, having been echoed in the writings of others, including Harry Partch. In Partch's
music theatre, "the audience was to be engaged in the performance and changed by it"
(Sheppard 181-2). Performance can be as powerful as everyday experience, if not
stronger, and must regain that strength if it is to communicate with an increasingly
disinterested public.
In following the life of Sister Helen Prejean, Dead Man Walking seeks to take
hold of the audience and go beyond mere representation of the story of an incredible
woman. It uses the unusual circumstances of her encounters with death row inmates as a
theatrical framework for a wide range of difficult and confusing emotions. To
communicate these emotions to a diverse public, Heggie used familiar musical elements
that make the work far more approachable for the average listener, so that the audience
better understands the emotion. The libretto is a series of intensely dramatic scenes
which rely strongly on realistic staging and acting, which take place primarily in a cold,
22
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stark prison environment. Finally, using a structure that forces the audience to make
character evaluations involves them emotionally in the opera. This also helps to
accomplish Dead Man Wal king's communication and impact on the audience. These
elements result in a direct communication with the audience: a brutal reality that does not
seek to amuse them, but emotionally affect and transform them.

Use of Popular Music Elements and Recordings
The largest feature of the opera's success is its use of the familiar to communicate
with a greater audience. In crafting the score of Dead Man Walking, Heggie wanted the
music to be "engaging and not so difficult that it would alienate people" (Heggie, par.
19). By doing so, there is no distancing of audience members who may not be familiar
with traditional operatic repertoire. It is an inclusive experience presented in a harmonic
language that is easily appreciated by those who regularly attend opera and those who do
not.
What makes the music of Dead Man Walking appeal to a more diverse audience
base is its incorporation of popular, or specifically "non-classical", music into the opera.
The use of stylistic elements drawn from popular music makes the score seem more like
the music of everyday life rather than the intricate conventions of opera and classical
music. Heggie often uses melodies and harmonies that are more often heard outside of
the realm of classical music-more like the musical material of churches, and country
and pop radio stations to which the general public has greater exposure.
This technique, termed by some as a stylistic 'eclecticism' has been used often in
the twentieth century, particularly in the United States with its amalgam of cultures and
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musical genres. In his 1948 opera Regina, Marc Blitzstein used "spirituals, Victorian
parlor music, dance forms, ragtime, aria, operatic scenes, varied techniques of dialogue,
and a large symphonic score to tell the story and paint the characters" (Kirk 263-4).
While so many elements and styles may make Regina seem disjointed, the intension is to
integrate the familiar or vernacular into conventional operatic presentation. Composer
William Bolcom, who frequently uses ragtime in his compositions and is a strong
proponent of eclecticism, said "the schism between popular and serious, or vernacular
and aristocratic (just as bad) music, is so deep that neither side benefits from the other"
(483 ). By using familiar elements, the music is more easily interpreted with regard to
emotion or intended meaning by an audience that is not as exposed to classical genres on
a regular basis.
The first example of vernacular musical elements in Dead Man Walking is the use
of pre-recorded songs at different points throughout the opera. The country song"Watching You"-and the smooth jazz ballad on saxophone are from a recording played
onstage interpreted as music coming from a radio station. The country song is first heard
on the teenager's car radio in the prologue, but then is heard again on Joe's radio in his
cell during his monologue at the beginning of Act II. The pre-recording of the saxophone
light-jazz song in the prologue functions in the same manner, and is also indicative of the
romantic mood and atmosphere that the teenagers want to create.
The recurring folk-like religious hymn-"He Will Gather Us Around" is also
indicative of a musical style that is readily identifiable to the audience.
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Though composed by Heggie, the song is not unlike any standard hymn, utilizing short,
predictable melodic phrases and traditional chord progressions when the vocal line is
accompanied. It is first sung by Sister Helen just after the prologue, and also at the very
end of the opera in a slightly altered form. It is also the song that all the children sing
while at play at Hope House in Act I, Scene 2, and the melody is utilized as a motivic
element at several points throughout the opera.

.::j::.

During the scenes where this melody is sung, the feeling is very consistent with
the energy of the gospel musical style, and as in other scenes, there is a consistent use of
intervals and harmonies that are indicative of that genre. Often Reggie's melodies evoke
the improvisatory spirit of gospel singing. In the scene at Hope House, Sister Rose sings
a minor third above Sister Helen on the final chord, and· at several points she echoes
Sister Helen's phrases in a manner that feels like freeform gospel improvisation rather
than strictly notated operatic melodies and harmonies. Her vocal line in measures 184-5
of the scene at Hope House is one prominent example of this technique.
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This is also evident in Sister Helen's closing rendition of "He Will Gather Us Around",
which, when compared with the original, has added suspensions and more florid
colorings in the vocal line.
Perhaps the most obvious use of familiar musical material is when Heggie
incorporates small elements of pastiche into the score for the sake of the dramatic action
or characterization. In Joe's Act II monologue, he sings a small bit of "Happy Birthday"
when he realizes his execution will be on his brother's birthday. Joe's use of this melody
is an example of his sardonic humor, and is somewhat unsettling. Much of this
monologue is very realistic with regard to Joe's thought process as he shows self-pity and
criticizes himself. The use of this tune makes the music seem less pretentious and not as
formal, breaking any sort of over-dramatic tendencies of the aria up to that point.
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Elvis Presley songs are also incorporated in pastiche in an Act II duet between
Sister Helen and Joseph. Nearing the hour of his execution, Helen still wants to connect
with Joe and communicate her love for him. One way that she reaches out to him is her
relating of her love for Elvis Presley, and tells Joe about when she saw him perform when
she was a child. This illustrates a personal connection between the two of them, and is
indicative of the honesty and joviality of their interactions, and Prejean's down-to-earth
personality. This connection is what succeeds in breaking down Joe's resistance to
Helen, and allows him to eventually trust her more with his thoughts and confessions in a
later line of discussion.

Prologue to Execution-The Realism of Visceral Visual Theatre
While not atypical for movies or television, the situations of Dead Man Walking
and its content challenge what operagoers generally see onstage. Opera is certainly no
stranger to sexuality or death, in fact these are two prevalent themes in its history, but it is
rarely represented this brazenly onstage. By challenging expectations, McNally and
Heggie accomplish what Artaud was searching for when he said, "The theater must give
us everything that is in crime, love, war, or madness, if it wants to recover its necessity"
(Artaud 85). This unabashed outpouring of realistic drama and violence makes the work
far more candid, and gives it a cinematic feel.
The notion that the opera Dead Man Walking feels like a motion picture is natural
given its previous incarnation, but this sense comes primarily from the structure of the
opera: a series of eighteen scenes, all of which proceed directly into one another. The
pacing of the work also contributes, with very fast tempos throughout and rhythmically
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driving percussion and brass part~. This creates a forward motion and energy that
connects the shifting locales of the scenes, much like the way that film music can provide
transition as the camera cuts instantly to a new frame and new situation.
The most startling scene of realistic stage action is the prologue. Even from the
beginning when the teenagers enter completely naked, the opera is pushing the borders of
what is typically presented onstage. Nudity is most frequently seen in film, rather than in
the theatre or in opera, which on average has a much older and typically more
conservative audience. With its aggressive portrayal of the crime in its gruesome details,
the scene immediately communicates the intended frankness, realism and emotional
intensity of the work.
The reality of death is depicted again at the end of the opera when Joseph is
executed. After he is strapped into place and he says his last words, Joseph is given the
injection with no sounds except for the death machine. Having the orchestra remain
silent helps to create an intensely dramatic moment onstage. Leading up to the silence is
the Lord's Prayer ensemble, which has an extremely complex instrumental texture. The
drop to static chords under Joe's apology and the silent execution leaves the audience rapt
in the drama of that crucial moment.
Another element that contributes to the realistic presentation of the opera is the
placement of sound sources for onstage music, and for the pre-recorded music mentioned
in the previous section. In the scene at Hope House with the children's chorus, Sister
Rose is supposed to be playing a piano as Helen leads the children in the rousing, gospel
version of "He Will Gather Us Around." For this action, the score specifically states,
"Piano onstage is not actually played. Piano should be amplified to sound as though
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coming from stage, but played from orchestra" (Heggie 20). There are certainly operas
that have characters playing instruments on the stage, including Donizetti's Le Fille du
Regiment and Mozart' Die Zauberfldte, but these instruments are usually played from the
pit as the singer mimes the action onstage. Heggie's use of a speaker to displace the
sound reinforces the realism of the scene, and relieves what would have been a stringent
requirement on the singer playing Sister Rose if she had been required to play the piano
onstage with the children while having to sing in the scene.
The country and jazz song recordings mentioned in the previous section also work
toward a realism of action in their displacement of sound. By incorporating moments
where characters are listening to the radio, Heggie is tapping into a widespread aspect of
everyday life that is rarely represented realistically on the opera stage. If these songs
were to be played by members of the orchestra, there might be confusion about the
supposed music source, or what dramatic function the music is serving.
This can be compared to Act Two of Andre Previn's A Streetcar Named Desire in
which Stella turns on the radio to lighten the tense atmosphere. This moment is
dramatically less effective in Streetcar because the music does not come from the radio,
but rather from orchestra, making the music less emotionally relevant to the stage action.
Vernacular 1940s musical style and instrumentation are loosely approximated in Previn' s
thinly textured waltz, and thus reminiscent of what may have been played on a radio
broadcast, but it is not attempting to strictly reinforce the realism of the scene.
The scene which relies most heavily on realism is Joseph's execution. As the
hour draws near he regularly voices his fears, and the second act builds gradually to the
climax of that final scene. After Joseph is strapped to the gurney, the guards tilt him up
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to allow him to say his last words. These are sung on a single pitch (middle C) over
sustained chords in the orchestra. When he finishes, the orchestra is silent for the
remainder of the opera. The stage action stands alone in its power, until it is amplified by
Sister Helen's unaccompanied hymn that closes the opera.
Of great importance in understanding the emotional effect of Dead Man Wal king
is the element of live performance, and the visual presentation of the stage action. The
expansive stage presented quite a challenge for designers, especially because the work
focuses so heavily on the relationship between two individuals, and the drama is so
realistic. Michael Yeargan created a set that consisted of large stacked blue and black
cubes at the back of the stage which could be illuminated or back-lit to produce stark
silhouettes of characters for emotional or dramatic effect. The heavy use of straight lines
and silhouettes suggested the harsh, but pristine quality of the prison. Jennifer Tipton's
lighting design worked to overcome the vastness of the relatively empty stage by keeping
the playing area very dark and using a lot of spot lights. This kept the overall feeling
very intimate and lessened the potential of incidents that might distract from the
characters participating in the scene.

Audience Emotional Involvement
One strength of Dead Man Walking is its ability to emotionally engage the
audience in its poignant drama. Reggie's music supports the action of the plot in such a
way that the audience is inundated with the divergent emotional perspectives presented
onstage. The orchestra takes the helm in interpolating the emotional perspectives of the
stage action. The large ensemble at the end of Act One is almost as dizzying for the
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audience as it is for Helen, given the myriad emotional elements woven into the huge
musical tapestry. The music is emotionally expressive in its delineation of the situations
and perspectives of the characters. It is this engagement in-and resultantly, reflection
upon-the gamut of emotions available in the human condition that makes the evening
simultaneously moving and unsettling for the audience.
The engagement of the audience's attentions and sympathies happens almost
immediately, by way of two distinct elements in the opera's opening. The most obvious
is the presentation of visually stunning, and appalling stage action as was discussed
earlier. The second element-subtler, and perhaps even more crucial to the audience's
engagement-is a complex emotional cycle that Heggie has written into the music of the
Prelude and Prologue effected by a contrast of disparate musical textures. Once the
music and drama have compelled the audience into a heightened emotional state, they
become participants in the narrative as it progresses and, though forced to do so, they are
ready to grapple with some very complex aspects of human experience.
Musically, Dead Man Walking begins with an orchestral prelude, played before
the rise of the curtain. The prelude begins with a haunting melody in 5/8 time played by
the violas.
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This melody, particularly because of the prevailing time signature, is uneasy and restless,
and imbued with an ominous intensity. Also unsettling in this melody is the use of the
lowered fifth scale degree in measures 4-6. This 5/8 pattern becomes the primary motivic
element for Joseph De Rocher' s crime and execution, and occurs throughout the score,
particularly in scenes which feature the prisoners.
In this opening section, the score is marked "with an uneasy calm" (Heggie 1) and
continues with lines played by the flutes and second violins, and when the theme begins
again with a thicker texture and second flutes doubling the melody, the dynamics begin to
grow. Gradually instrumentation builds as well, and the initial viola theme returns, this
time in the first violins and flutes, supported by horns and low woodwinds.
At this point, the music begins to take on a driving curiosity rather than its
previous ominous intimacy, partially because most of the orchestra has been incorporated
and the time signature has switched to 4/4 with sixteenth note descending patterns
supporting the melody. This momentum presses into the first climax-a series of three
muddy chords with rhythmic variations of the original viola and flute themes played by
the oboes and horns.
The third chord fades as the main theme returns, this time played by the second
violins and flute. They resolve to unison F-natural, and the oboe plays a five-note pattern
that will be identified in Helen's "Journey" monologue as Joseph's theme. The orchestra
sneaks in another dissonant chord that grows and fades again as the curtain of the opera
house rises and the orchestra is subsumed by the sound of country music coming from the
car radio onstage.
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Essentially, this Prelude evokes the anxiety of the night. In its beginnings the
music is implicitly darker and more intimate due to the use of the viola and the small
instrumentation. Harmonically, the tonal center is initially obscured, often including
chords with no root-particularly in the sections with thin texture. These muted
wanderings give the audience a sense of dark foreboding, but when the volume and
instrumentation grow, and the meter switches to a stricter pattern, the emotion is
heightened. This finds release in its return to the uneasy 5/8 theme, but as the melody
arrives at a unison, the uneasiness persists in the fragmented instrumental motives leading
into the final chord.
The orchestra is silent through the first half of the Prologue. On stage there are
"sounds of the night" (Heggie 11 ), for which the San Francisco production used a
recorded atmospheric sound effect which began with the rise of the curtain. When the
instruments enter again, it is with a quiet sustained chord from the contrabassoon, basses,
bass trombone, harp and tam tam, accompanied by a strict rhythm on temple blocks. The
chord is played underneath the jazz music onstage, but as soon as the radio is shut off, the
orchestra cuts off as well.
The orchestra resumes when the criminals pounce on the teenagers. The music is
characterized by violent rhythms, interspersed with repetitions of the crime theme from
the opening of the opera. As the violence reaches its climax, there are holes in the music
for the gun shot and the girl's scream, and Joseph's stabbing of the girl. The break from
the music emphasizes the import of these actions, and their brutality.
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Sister Helen's hymn immediately follows this, and is performed without
accompaniment. The hymn's text conveys a traditional conception of redemption from a
Catholic religious perspective:
He will gather us around, all around.
He will gather us around.
By and by,
you and I,
All around him, gather us around. (3)

It is used as an emotional salve for this brutal crime, and a musical one as well for the
harsh, loud rhythms of the orchestra. Very comforting, and inherently religious, it
provides a feeling of ritual to the events that have just happened, and similarly a sense of
finality and peace.
Together, these opening twenty minutes of the opera are part of a carefully
constructed cycle, taking the audience through an enormous range of emotions including
uneasiness, fear, sympathy, horror, disgust, awe, and comfort. This is consistent with the
remainder of the score: there are constant shifts of emotions and sympathies as all sides
of this complex emotional web are explored. When Joseph's mother pleads his case
before the pardon board, we feel her pain and Joseph's difficult upbringing, but it is
immediately followed by the accusations of the parents, who are relentless in their quest
for consolation and retribution. This rollercoaster of emotions envelops the audience and
gives the work a sense of completion and catharsis.
One means for the creation of these stark emotional changes is the use of
contrasting compositional techniques in the vocal writing. In interviews, McNally
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emphasized his use of everyday speech in the American vernacular in this work, and in
the majority of his plays. Heggie capitalizes on this aspect of the libretto and makes most
of the vocal lines into musical dialogue rather than poetry. This also contributes greatly
to the sense of realism by mimicking conversation and normal speech and word stress.
Traditionally, operas contain large arias or ensembles that elaborate on a single
plane of emotion at a time, repeating text for the sake of musical structure. In setting
dialogue, Heggie dispenses with this idea for a large portion of Dead Man Walking, but
chooses carefully where to incorporate more standard arias and duets. The use of these
contrasting compositional styles enhances the emotion of the interactions to add to the
dramatic power of the opera.
An example of one of these interactions is the Act II duet between Sister Rose and
Sister Helen. At the beginning of this scene, Sister Helen and Sister Rose have a rapid
dialogue section, and the text naturally flows to mimic everyday speech patterns.
Because Heggie's primary field of composition is in art song, he is quite skilled at
tailoring songs to fit voices and setting language in a way that feels natural to speak and
smg.
As the scene progresses, though, they enter into a very similar view, and
reminisce about the forgiveness of their mothers. This unified thought process brings the
music into a more standard duet, where the musical structure takes over and the sentiment
of the piece rests in the emotion of the music, not the details of the words. This mixing
of realistic and reflective texts adds to the emotional tapestry of the piece and engages the
audience in the drama.
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..-------------------~
At the end of the opera, a sequence very similar to the prologue takes place. As
the execution draws near and Joseph is being taken to the chamber, the music of the
prologue begins again, making direct motivic reference to the crimes that were so
gruesomely depicted two hours earlier. Father Grenville begins the Lord's Prayer, which
grows into a huge ensemble that mirrors the first act Finale in emotion and sheer
intensity. Orchestration again grows to a peak, and then drops to the static simple chords
beneath Joseph's final words. The orchestra then falls silent. Just as in the prologue, the
purely theatrical drama of the lethal injection is allowed to speak for itself, without the
underpinning of any music. After the torturous silence of the execution, Heggie brings
back the hymn "He Will Gather Us Around."
Of the larger melodic motives, this hymn is the most oft repeated throughout the
opera. In its gospel incarnation, the hymn is a symbol of faith and comfort for Sister
Helen and the other residents of Hope House; a representation of the belief that they are
safe in the hands of God and their souls will be redeemed upon death. The use of the
hymn in Helen and Joe's conversations imbues the melody with an additional layer of
forgiveness, and faith that God will take care of his children after death. Here, Helen's
final statement of the song is indicative of her faith that God is receiving one of his
children, Joseph De Rocher, into Heaven. At the close of the opera, the hymn is a
reassuring conclusion to the rapid emotional shifts, the violence, and the jagged
emotional cycle that has engaged the audience in this compelling, complex drama.
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SUCCESS OF DEAD MAN WALKING-CONCLUSIONS

Dead Man Walking sparked great interest at the San Francisco area at its
premiere, drawing a large, diverse crowd. This outreach can be attributed to the social
relevance of its subject matter, or to its unconventional choice of content for the operatic
stage. Regardless, Dead Man Walking is the most successful premiere in the history of
the San Francisco Opera, and is definitely one of the most visible new operas in the
contemporary opera scene.

Box Office and Critical Success
Due to the financial volatility of producing new operas with unknown returns,
many new operas are given fewer performances at their premieres. However, when Dead

Man Walking was first scheduled, the company had enough faith in the project to allot
seven perfonnance dates; a standard number for any opera on the San Francisco season.
After tickets went on sale, it became readily apparent that just from the return of season
ticket holders, there would not be enough tickets to match the extraordinary demand from
patrons. Some months before opening night, an eighth performance was added to the
run.
As the performances approached, patrons complained that the number of available
single tickets was low. "After the extraordinary critical success and strong rush at the
box office following the premiere" (Cranna, par. 9), the demand grew so much that the
administration added yet another performance for the closing weekend of the show. This
was a Saturday matinee performance, and the addition appeased several people, but
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because it happened so late in the run, the performance did not sell very well overall.
Even with the low-attended performance, the ticket sales level for the length of the run
was "97% capacity for all performances" (Higgins, par. 1). Over 30,000 people saw

Dead Man Walking during its run in San Francisco, selling "2.3 million dollars in ticket
sales" (Higgins, par. 1). Also, with its performances at Opera Pacific and Cincinatti,

Dead Man Walking is ranked ninth on its list of "most frequently produced North
American operas of the 2001-2002 season" (Quick Facts, par. 16).
Another indicator of the potency of Dead Man Walking is the active response it
received from members of the press. Many critics praised McNally's libretto, which

Opera Now said, "is full of terse, tough-skinned vigor concealing a tender heart"
(Khandekar). Many others noted the powerful drama of the piece and the strong
emotional response from the audience. The Guardian in London said that the opera
"makes the most concentrated impact of any piece of American music theater since West

Side Story more than 40 years ago" (Kettle). USA Today said that "Reggie's music
provides a remarkably cohesive vision" (May), while the Chicago Tribune said that
Heggie may be "contemporary opera's savior" (von Buchau), praising his musical and
dramatic sensibility, especially as his maiden attempt at opera composition.

Future Productions
Even before any reviews were printed, Dead Man Walking was guaranteed a
future life when Opera Pacific in Costa Mesa, California agreed to commission a second
production. The decision was made several months before the opening in San Francisco
and the production was scheduled for April of 2002. After the first performances, several
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opera companies formed a co-commission consortium with Opera Pacific to alleviate the
high costs of a new production. This consortium included Cincinnatti Opera, New York
City Opera, Austin Lyric Opera, Minnesota Opera Theater, Pittsburg Opera and
Baltimore Opera Company.
The production was to be designed in such a way that the set pieces would be
capable of traveling to several different theatres of varying size and style. This
phenomenon happens occasionally in the opera world, but is standard practice for
musical theatre productions. Shows on Broadway are very accustomed to transfers to
new houses, making tours of the United States with their productions, necessitating a
stream-lined set that is easily deconstructed and reinstalled. This production was directed
by Leonard Foglia and the sets were designed by Michael McGarty, the pair who also
teamed up to work on McNally's Masterclass. In addition to this consortium of
producers, the original production will be revived in August of 2003 at the State Opera of
South Australia. There are also further productions scheduled for which details have yet
to be announced.
KQED San Francisco produced a documentary about the work entitled And Then

One Night ... The making of Dead Man Walking, which added to the press and public
awareness of the opera. It showcased scenes from rehearsals and performances, and
interviews with Prejean and the creative team, but also included testimonials from a
variety of people with differing perspectives about the death penalty, including political
officials, victims' family members, and friends of death row inmates. PBS aired the
program in San Francisco in September of 2001, and then nationally in January of 2002.
Erato records produced an audio recording of a live performance of the opera that was
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also released in January of 2002, making Dead Man Walking available to an even larger
public.
With all the positive response from critics, audience members, and companies
who want to produce the opera, Dead Man Walking has made a strong impact in the
opera world. Though a complex musical composition requiring a remarkably precise
effort from everyone involved, its dramatic impact is evident and accessible to a wide
audience. The approachable story and realistic narrative are easy to identify with, but the
expansive emotional expression is what makes the story moving and poignant.
Contemporary opera is rising in popularity, and Dead Man Walking is a key
example of the strength of the genre, with a strong performance future that is already in
place. Given the remarkable response to the premiere performances, and the guaranteed
imminent future of the work, Dead Man Walking is likely to continue its profound effect
on audiences across the country and abroad, and will communicate its message of
redemption and love for years to come.

New Directions for Opera
At the dawn of the 21st century, opera is moving in several innovative directions
and broadening the scope of its appeal with every new effort. Tom Sutcliffe says that
opera "may be an exclusive, demanding, and elitist art form-as its enemies frequently
say-but it continues to mobilize a public that has grown more passionate about its
virtues and attractions" (415). Opera has grown to include such a wide variety of styles
and productions that firmly held standards about what defines opera are being challenged
by these new approaches.
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The most significant trend in recent decades is to foster a growing audience. To
accomplish this task, often companies start programs or traditions that seek to be
inclusive of all audience members. Most companies now offer pre-show lectures about
operas to foster a deeper understanding of the piece in a public to whom musical
conventions may be foreign and indiscernible. Also significant is the rise in surtitle
projection or the use of electronic libretto devices to provide translation of performances
in foreign languages. Many companies and performers have started programs that
involve young people in the creation, performance, or appreciation of opera. These
outreach programs have been aimed at including children, especially those from minority
or low-income backgrounds. These programs often take place in multi-ethnic
communities where language difficulties can be superseded by the inclusiveness of
music, theatre, and community.
Some individuals have tried to make opera more accessible by challenging its
tradition of being performed on a large scale with elaborate production elements.
Throughout the twentieth century, chamber operas have been produced regularly, but in
recent years, two more examples have taken the step even further. ~jJip Glass's 2000
"pocket opera" In the Penal Colony, originally commissioned by A Contemporary
Theatre in Seattle, is a 90-minute work for three singers and string quartet. By having a
shorter work for small forces, the music can be performed more regularly, and without
the extensive costs of larger shows, as proven by the numerous performances of In the
Penal Colony within one year of its premiere.
David Lang replicated these ideas with his work The Difficulty in Crossing A
Field, which premiered in March of 2002 at the American Conservatory Theatre. It had a
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larger cast, but similar musical and production forces. Both pieces intentionally stayed
away from the grandeur of the opera house, and use only string quartet as accompaniment
for the singers. Both operas were developed over a series of workshops, similar to the
standard practice of new plays and musicals on Broadway. In the Penal Colony operated
on a co-commission, similar to Harvey Milk and the second production of Dead Man

Walking, which reduced overall production costs and increased public exposure of the
work.
The incorporation of elements that are more familiar, and more accessible to the
general public is the key to attracting a new audience for opera. Some of this
accessibility is gained in programs that reduce the often exorbitant prices of opera tickets.
Michael Walsh, author of Who's Afraid of Opera? says, "Opera really should be
available to everybody, and if opera is to have a future, it has to be" (212).

Dead Man Walking is an exemplary success because of this inherent accessibility.
It uses myriad techniques to display familiar content material with vernacular and
concert-hall musical idioms, in a style that seeks never to alienate, and always to invite
the audience into the emotion of the piece. Though Jake Heggie is unique in the
immense success of his first opera, he is a vanguard in an army of young opera
composers who, with the support of administrators and audiences, are changing the face
of opera. By opening its doors to newer and younger audience members and fostering an
interest in new approaches to a firmly established art form, contemporary opera is
guaranteeing its future, communicating with more people than ever, and affecting their
lives in profound ways.
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